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Monthly Inflation Review 

May-22: Inflation grew by +13.8%y; withdrawal of 
subsidy effect yet to be reflected  

May-22 inflation prints a +13.8%y growth 

For the month of May-22, inflation numbers released by Pakistan Bureau of Statistics 

(PBS), national headline inflation registered a +13.8%y growth compared to previous 

month +13.4%y. On a monthly basis inflation is up by +0.44%m. This brings 11mFy22 

average inflation to +11.26%y versus last year same period average of +8.8%y. 

Urban inflation stood at +12.4%y (+0.3%m) during May-22, taking 11mFy22 average 

to +11%y. Whereas Rural inflation is up +15.9%y (+0.65%m) during the month, taking 

11mFy22 average to +11.6%y.  

Food prices maintain upward trajectory 

During the month, food price index rose by +0.9%m to print a +17.3%y growth. 

Compared to previous months of Apr-22 and Mar-22, food prices recorded a surge of 

+3.7%m and +2.3%m respectively. Perishable food items that have a national basket 

weight of 5.0% recorded negative change on monthly basis, however, up by +26%y. 

Food price index contributed +0.9%m to headline inflation growth of +0.44%m. 

Amongst the key items that posted a significant growth include: wheat, rice, chicken, 

eggs, pulses and Onions. 

Non-food prices recorded negligible change on monthly basis; however, y/y up by 

+11.9% on account of rising transport index 

Non-food price index (wt: 65.4%) during the month recorded negligible change on 

monthly basis; however, up by +11.9%y. This is because housing, water electricity, 

gas & fuel (HWEGF, wt: 23.6%) index went down by -2.3%m, but counterbalanced by 

other non-food items like transport, clothes/footwear, household equipment, 

education, and Restaurants & Hotels. HWEGF index went down on monthly basis due 

to power subsidies being still effective that brought down FPA charges.  
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 For the month of May-22, inflation numbers released by Pakistan Bureau of Statistics 
(PBS), national headline inflation registered a +13.8%y growth compared to previous 
month +13.4%y. On a monthly basis inflation is up by +0.44%m. This brings 11mFy22 
average inflation to +11.26%y versus last year same period average of +8.8%y. 

 Urban inflation stood at +12.4%y (+0.3%m) during May-22, taking 11mFy22 average 
to +11%y. Whereas Rural inflation is up +15.9%y (+0.65%m) during the month, taking 
11mFy22 average to +11.6%y. 

 Going forward, with POL prices adjustment due in the first week of Jun-22, by +20%m 
and so is expected rise in electricity tariff, we suspect inflation is likely to surge over 
~2.5% on a monthly basis, and gradually subsiding by second half of FY23. MPS issued 
in May-22 hiked policy rate by +150bps to 13.75% to catch up with rising inflation, 
and highlighted that jacked up inflationary trend to continue in FY23 before sharply 
declining in FY24.  
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To recall, Fuel Price adjustment (FPA) for the month of May-22 came at PKR 

3.18/kwh; however ex-PM relief package announced during Feb-22 allowed for 

reduced electricity charges, which entailed overall FPA to reduce down to PKR -

1.8/Kwh, lower than FPA charge of PKR -0.15/kwh last month. As a result, electricity 

charges recorded a decline of -15%m or -0.5% ppt on overall N-Cpi. 

Outlook: CPI surge likely to maintain uptrend owing to withdrawal of Subsidies  

Going forward, with POL prices adjustment due in the first week of Jun-22, by 

+20%m and so is expected rise in electricity tariff, we suspect inflation is likely to 

surge over ~2.5% on a monthly basis, and gradually subsiding by second half of FY23 

if external outlook improves. MPS issued in May-22 hiked policy rate by +150bps to 

13.75% to catch up with rising inflation, and highlighted that jacked up inflationary 

trend to continue in FY23 before sharply declining in FY24.  
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not own 1% or more of a class of common equity securities of the following company/companies covered in this report. 
 
Disclaimer: The information and opinions contained herein are prepared by IGI Finex Securities Limited and is for information 
purposes only. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that all the information (including any recommendations or opinions 
expressed) contained in this document (the information) is not misleading or unreliable, IGI Finex Securities Limited makes no 
representation as to the accuracy or completeness of the information. Neither, IGI Finex Securities Limited nor any director, officer 
or employee of IGI Finex Securities Limited shall in any manner be liable or responsible for any loss that may be occasioned as 
consequence of a party relying on the information. This document takes no account of the investment objectives, financial situation 
and particular needs of investors, who shall seek further professional advice before making any investment decision. The subject 
Company (ies) is a client of the IGI Finex Securities Limited and IGI Finex Securities offers brokerage services to Subject Company 
(ies) on a regular basis, in line with industry practice. This document and the information may not be reproduced, distributed or 
published by any recipient for any purpose. This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by any person or entity 
not a client of IGI Finex Securities Limited, else directed for distribution. 
 
Rating system: IGI Finex Securities employs three tier ratings system, depending upon expected total return (return is defined as 
capital gain exclusive of tax) of the security in stated time period, as follows: 
 
Recommendation Rating System 
Buy if target price on aforementioned security (ies) is more than 10%, from its last closing price(s) 
Hold if target price on aforementioned security (ies) is in between -10% and 10%, from its last closing price(s) 
Sell if target price on aforementioned security (ies) is less than -10%, from its last closing price(s) 
 
Risk: Investment in securities are subject to economic risk, market risk, interest rate risks, currency risks, and credit risks, political 
and geopolitical risks. The performance of company (ies) covered herein might unfavorably be affected by multiple factors including, 
business, economic, and political conditions. Hence, there is no assurance or guarantee that estimates, recommendation, opinion, 
etc. given about the security (ies)/company (ies) in the report will be achieved. 
 
Basic Definitions and Terminologies used: Target Price: A price target is the projected price level of a financial security stated by an 
investment analyst or advisor. It represents a security's price that, if achieved, results in a trader recognizing the best possible 
outcome for his investment, Last Closing: Latest closing price, Market Cap.: Market capitalization is calculated by multiplying a 
company's shares outstanding by current trading price. EPS: Earnings per Share. DPS: Dividend per Share. ROE: Return on equity is 
the amount of net income returned as a percentage of shareholders’ equity. P/E: Price to Earnings ratio of a company's share price 
to its per-share earnings. P/B: Price to Book ratio used to compare a stock's market value to its book value. DY: The dividend yield is 
dividend per share, divided by the price per share.  
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